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Helen Hunt



When the Legends track down an anachronism in 1930s Hollywood, they discover it's none other than a time-displaced Helen of Troy and she's just started a war between two film studios. As the Legends try to fix history and return Helen to the Bronze Age, things get complicated when they are blindsided by the appearance of a former enemy. Sara contemplates an offer she is made, which would make the Legends leave the anachronisms be. Meanwhile, Stein and Jax find themselves in an unusual predicament.
Quest roles:
Victor Garber(Dr. Martin Stein / Firestorm), Franz Drameh(Jefferson 'Jax' Jackson / Firestorm), Courtney Ford(Nora Darhk), Neal McDonough(Damien Darhk), Tracy Ifeachor(Kuasa), Celia Massingham(Hedy Lamarr), Bar Paly(Helen of Troy), Samuel Vincent(Arnold Coleson), Todd Thomson(Eddie Rothberg), Andy Thompson(Cecil B. DeMille), Sean Tyson(Grip), James Ralph(Set Decorator), Paige Elan(Production assistant), Nelson Carbonette(Gate Guard), Jared Payne(Wiry Guard)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 November 2017, 21:00
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